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What is the LHCWhat is the LHC

 A particle acceleratorA particle accelerator
 We speed up protons (hydrogen nuclei) at We speed up protons (hydrogen nuclei) at 

99.999999% of the speed of light99.999999% of the speed of light

 We smash them together (collide)We smash them together (collide)

 We see what happens! We see what happens! 
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In a 17 mile long tunnel 300 ft below ground
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What happens in the tunnel?What happens in the tunnel?
 Protons are put in the tunnel (injected) in bunchesProtons are put in the tunnel (injected) in bunches

 Some bunches go clockwise, some bunches go Some bunches go clockwise, some bunches go 
anticlockwiseanticlockwise

 Initially, every time they go around they get a little kick Initially, every time they go around they get a little kick 
(accelerated)(accelerated)

 They quickly reach their final velocityThey quickly reach their final velocity
 Bunches are made to collide at a few points around Bunches are made to collide at a few points around 

the ringthe ring
 Experimenters place Experimenters place ““detectorsdetectors”” around the collision around the collision 

points to study these collisionspoints to study these collisions
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What keeps the protons going roundWhat keeps the protons going round--and and 
round?round?

Magnets!Magnets!
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Picture of the tunnelPicture of the tunnel
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 9300 magnets9300 magnets
 Cooled to Cooled to --27127100 C by 96 C by 96 tonnestonnes of liquid of liquid 

heliumhelium
 A 17 mile long vacuum pipe snakes A 17 mile long vacuum pipe snakes 

through these magnetsthrough these magnets
 Protons go around the ring 11,000 times a Protons go around the ring 11,000 times a 

secondsecond
 The size of the proton bunches is The size of the proton bunches is ¼¼ of that of that 

of a human air.  of a human air.  
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Why is it so big (and expensive)?Why is it so big (and expensive)?

 The faster the protons go, the harder it is The faster the protons go, the harder it is 
to bend them aroundto bend them around
 Need stronger and stronger magnetsNeed stronger and stronger magnets
 LHC magnets are at the technological limitLHC magnets are at the technological limit
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What happens when the protons collide?What happens when the protons collide?

 They break upThey break up
 Their energy of motion can be transformed Their energy of motion can be transformed 

into production of new particles (E=mcinto production of new particles (E=mc22))
 Detectors are placed all around the Detectors are placed all around the 

collision to collision to ““imageimage”” the debris that the debris that 
emergesemerges

 From the patterns that are detected we From the patterns that are detected we 
learn about fundamental science (more learn about fundamental science (more 
later)later)
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Fun facts about CMSFun facts about CMS
 Huge magnet 100,000 earth fieldHuge magnet 100,000 earth field

 12,000 12,000 tonnestonnes
 cooled to cooled to --268.5 degrees268.5 degrees
 stores enough energy to melt 18 stores enough energy to melt 18 tonnestonnes of goldof gold
 twice as much iron as Eiffel towertwice as much iron as Eiffel tower

 40 Million collisions/sec40 Million collisions/sec
 But we can only record information from about 200..,..But we can only record information from about 200..,..
 Must decide in real time: Must decide in real time: ““yes, this collision looks interestingyes, this collision looks interesting”” or or ““no, this no, this 

one looks boringone looks boring””

 About 1 About 1 GigaByteGigaByte per second of data will flow out of the per second of data will flow out of the 
experimentexperiment
 Then data is processed and even more information is addedThen data is processed and even more information is added
 Computer centers all over the world are tied together to handle Computer centers all over the world are tied together to handle this this 

massive amount of datamassive amount of data
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Why?Why?

 Try to answer some of the oldest and most Try to answer some of the oldest and most 
basic questions of human civilizationbasic questions of human civilization

 What is matter (stuff) made of ?What is matter (stuff) made of ?
 The fundamental constituents of matterThe fundamental constituents of matter

 How does it interact ?How does it interact ?
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The Standard Model (SM)The Standard Model (SM)

 We have a theory of fundamental particles We have a theory of fundamental particles 
and interactionsand interactions

 It works extremely wellIt works extremely well

 But we know that it is incompleteBut we know that it is incomplete
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The Higgs (aka the God particle)The Higgs (aka the God particle)

 The SM works greatThe SM works great
 But it does not like mass very muchBut it does not like mass very much
 Naturally the theory has mass=0 for everythingNaturally the theory has mass=0 for everything

 Not so greatNot so great
 Cannot just put in mass by hand in the Cannot just put in mass by hand in the 

equationsequations
 Must concoct Must concoct ““Higgs MechanismHiggs Mechanism””
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Higgs MechanismHiggs Mechanism

 WorksWorks
 But all numbers have to be tuned to 19 decimal But all numbers have to be tuned to 19 decimal 

places to make it work!places to make it work!
 Predict the existence of a Predict the existence of a ““Higgs particleHiggs particle””
 If true, we will make it and see it at the LHCIf true, we will make it and see it at the LHC
 If not, we will see what else is out there in its If not, we will see what else is out there in its 

placeplace
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SuperSymmetrySuperSymmetry

 A beautiful mathematical theory.  A beautiful mathematical theory.  
 Theorists love itTheorists love it
 Predicts existence of many new particles, Predicts existence of many new particles, 

solves many problemssolves many problems
 We have seen no evidence for itWe have seen no evidence for it
 We may see it at the LHCWe may see it at the LHC
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Extra DimensionsExtra Dimensions

 The most fashionable theories of what The most fashionable theories of what 
happens at very short distance only work if happens at very short distance only work if 
there are more dimensions of spacesthere are more dimensions of spaces

 If the extra dimensions are just so, we If the extra dimensions are just so, we 
could see first evidence for themcould see first evidence for them
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SurprisesSurprises

 We are opening up a new energy regimeWe are opening up a new energy regime
 There could be phenomena that none of There could be phenomena that none of 

us has thought ofus has thought of
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 The LHC will have 1The LHC will have 1stst collisions in May 2009collisions in May 2009

 In the meantime we continue debugging CMS In the meantime we continue debugging CMS 
and preparing our data analysis toolsand preparing our data analysis tools

 Will have 1Will have 1stst results next yearresults next year

 I do not expect anything I do not expect anything too exciting until 2010too exciting until 2010


